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SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER-OBSERVER DESIGN 
FOR MULTIVARIABLE LINEAR SYSTEMS 
WITH UNMATCHED UNCERTAINTY 
A. JAFARI KOSHKOUEI AND ALAN S. I. ZlNOBER 
This paper presents sufficient conditions for the sliding mode control of a system with 
disturbance input. The behaviour of the sliding dynamics in the presence of unmatched 
uncertainty is also studied. When a certain sufficient condition on the gain feedback matrix 
of the discontinuous controller and the disturbance bound holds, then the disturbance does 
not affect the sliding system. The design of asymptotically stable sliding observers for 
linear multivariable systems is presented. A sliding observer design ensures that in the 
presence of unmatched uncertainty, the estimated state nearly approaches the actual state. 
The error of the approximation depends upon the distance and bound of the unmatched 
uncertainty. However, certain sufficient conditions should be satisfied for the asymptotic 
stability of the error system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sliding mode controller-observers have been widely studied in recent years [1], [4], 
[7]-[11], [13], [14]. Their robustness and insensitivity with respect to unknown pa-
rameter variations [1] and simplicity of design, make sliding mode a powerful ap-
proach. Analysis and comparison of several types of observer [12] show tha t the 
sliding mode observer is good from the point of view of robustness, implementation, 
numerical stability, applicability, ease of tuning and overall evaluation. 
Edwards and Spurgeon [4] modified the Utkin observer [13] and extended the 
discontinuous observer to nonlinear systems. They developed a robust discontinuous 
observer. Sira-Ramirez and Spurgeon [11] discussed the matching conditions of the 
sliding mode observer for linear systems, and also studied the generalized observer 
canonical form. Koshkouei and Zinober [6] have described methods for designing an 
asymptotically stable observer, the existence of the sliding mode and the stability of 
state reconstruction systems of MIMO linear systems with disturbance input. They 
also studied an observer for a SISO linear system with unmatched uncertainty and 
presented certain conditions for the stability of the system [7]. 
Dorling and Zinober [1] compared full and reduced order Luenberger observers 
with the Utkin observer. They reported some difficulty in the selection of an appro-
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priate constant switched gain to ensure that the sliding mode occurs, and discussed 
the elimination of chattering. However, the unmatched uncertainty was shown to 
affect the ideal dynamics prescribed by the chosen sliding surface. 
There are two approaches for designing a sliding mode observer. The first ap-
proach is based upon the equivalent control technique. By using an appropriate state 
transformation, the system equation can be converted to two suitable subsystems. 
An attractive sliding hyperplane is selected and then a full state observer for the re-
duced order sliding system is designed. In the second approach a full state observer 
is designed. Then sliding mode techniques are applied to stabilize the resulting er-
ror system. A sliding mode observer, like sliding control, is usually a discontinuous 
observer. 
In this paper the second approach is applied and we extend the work of Koshkouei 
and Zinober [7] to multivariable systems. First some results relating to sliding 
dynamics are presented, and then an observer for a system which may not satisfy 
the matching condition, is developed. 
The main problems in sliding mode design are the selection of an attractive 
sliding hyperplane, sliding control, particularly the gain feedback matrix for the 
discontinuous controller-observer and the reduction of the influence of disturbances 
as much as possible. Sometimes a certain condition can be applied to eliminate 
the effect of the disturbance. The matching condition is a sufficient condition that 
rejects the disturbance in the sliding mode. However, a control-observer satisfying 
a certain condition may be designed for a system with unmatched uncertainty, so 
that the sliding system is free of the influence of the disturbance. 
In this paper a sliding observer for full order systems with disturbance input is de-
signed. This system may not be ideally in the sliding mode and the uncertainty may 
not satisfy the matching condition. Similarly to discontinuous controllers, there 
exist many methods to eliminate observer chattering, including a continuous ap-
proximation for the discontinuous feedforward compensation signals [2], if chatter is 
undesirable. 
To establish the stability of the error system, suitable conditions on the distur-
bance input are needed; (i) the matching condition, (ii) the convergency of the norm 
of the disturbance input signal to zero, (iii) the norm of the disturbance signal to 
be bounded by the output error, i.e. there exists a real function M (or a real num-
ber M) such that ||f|| < M||C(.c — £)|| where f is the disturbance input and x is 
the estimate of the state x. Otherwise, the asymptotic stability of the error system 
may not exist in the presence of the disturbance input. Note that, since the output 
is accessible, so is the estimated output. 
In Section 2 the sufficient conditions for the existence of the sliding mode for 
a linear system with disturbance input, are studied. In Section 3 an approach 
to observer design and the stability of the state reconstruction error system for 
time-invariant multivariable systems using the Lyapunov method, is developed. We 
establish methods to find the feedforward injection map and the external feedforward 
compensation signal, which correspond respectively to the control input distribution 
map and the input of the reconstruction error system. Sufficient conditions for the 
existence of the sliding mode in the reconstruction error system are proposed to 
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ensure ultimate boundedness or asymptotic stability of the error system. When 
there is unmatched uncertainty, system stability may not be achieved. However, a 
region may exist in which the state error trajectory converges to the sliding surface 
within a finite time and thereafter remains on this surface to the origin. In this 
case the disturbance rejection problem for the sliding system may not be completely 
satisfied but, when the sliding mode occurs, the state trajectory moves within a 
neighbourhood of the sliding surface to the origin. An example illustrating the 
results is presented in Section 4. 
In this paper VM ( ) , crm(-) Am a x() and Amm(-) refer to the largest singular value, 
the smallest singular value, the largest and the smallest eigenvalue of (•), respectively. 
We also use p.d., p.d.s. and u.p.d.s. for positive definite, positive definite symmetric 
and unique positive definite symmetric. 
2. SUFFICIENT SLIDING MODE CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEMS WITH 
UNMATCHED UNCERTAINTY 
Consider the time-invariant system 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Y£(t) (1) 
y(t) = Cx(t) (2) 
where x G Mn is the state variable, A G Mnxn, B £ MnXm is full rank, u G Mm 
is the control, C G MmXn such that CB is a nonsingular matrix, y G Mm is the 
"output" required to implement sliding mode control, T G Mnxm is the perturbation 
input map and £ G Mm is the bounded disturbance input, i. e. there exists a positive 
real number M such that ||£|| < M. The real number M is chosen as small as possible 
and if sup ||£(*)ll is known, M = sup||f(i)| |. We assume that (AyB) is completely 
controllable and (Ay C) completely observable. 
The sliding surface is y = Cx = 0. The ideal sliding mode occurs if there exists 
a finite time ts such that 
y = Cx = 0, t > ts (3) 
where the time ts is the time when the sliding mode is reached. The equivalent 
control is the theoretical effective linear control of the system during the sliding 
mode and is given by 
ueq = -(CB)~
l(CAx + CTcT). (4) 
Substituting the equivalent control (4) in (1) gives the reduced order system 
x = (I - B(CB)~lC) Ax + (I- B(CB)-lC) Y£ (5) 
during the sliding mode. Let y = [ yi y2 . . . ym ] . Choose the control 
u = -(CB)-l(CAx + CYZ + KYSgny) (6) 
where sgny = [ sgnyi sgny2 ••• sgnr/m ] , sgn being the signum function, 
and the design gain matrix K\ is a diagonal matrix with positive elements 
Ki = diag(fcii, ki2)..., kim). 
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Then 
yTy = yT(CAx + CBu + CY£) 
= ~yTK1sgny 
= - ( * i i | y i | + *i2|2/2| + . . . + fcim|ym|) 
< 0. (7) 
Differentiating (2) and using (6) yields the output signal dynamics 
y = -A'isgny. (8) 
Hence, for any i, 1 < i < m, 
y« = -*itsgnyi (9) 
and then 
Vi =-fci,-(<-<,-,)sgny,- (10) 
where i,-5 is the time to reach the surface yt- = 0. Therefore, the output behaviour is 
governed by 
y = - A ' i ( / - * , ) s g n y . (11) 
From (10) 
t, = max J»5M. (12) 
l<«"<m ku v ' 




Note that, for t € [0,^s], the state variable x moves to the the sliding surface y = 0. 
The output dynamics (8) shows that y asymptotically converges to y = 0 and for any 
i, 1 < i < m, the rate of change of yt- is guaranteed to be —ku (ku) for yt- positive 
(negative), i. e. the velocity of y to the sliding surface y = 0 is [kn k\2 . . . kim]. 
If f is unknown, the control law (6) cannot be implemented. So an estimate £ of 
£ is required. Let £ = Msgn(C-c). The control law (6) becomes 
u = -(CB)'1 (cAx + CT£ + tfisgn y) 
= -(CBy'fcAx + ^TM + K^sgnyj 
= -(CB)'1 (CAx + Ksgn y) . (13) 
Therefore the control is given by 
u = -(CBy\CAx + Ksgny) (14) 
where the matrix K — CTM is a p.d. matrix. For simplicity, select the matrix K to 
be a diagonal matrix with positive real entries such that 
MtrM(CT) < <rm(K). 
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Then the output signal is given by 





The reaching condition of the sliding mode is 
yiVi < 0, Vi, 1 < i < m. 
and 
yTy = yT(Crt-Ksgny) 
Let K = diag(£i, k2, • • •, km). Hence 
т • т 
У У = У 
7i - Aľi sgn t/i 
72 - k2 sgn г/2 
7m - km sgn ym 
(15) 
(16) 
Therefore, if for all i, 1 < i < m 
y%{m -hsgnyi) < 0 
then yTy < 0. Thus, a sufficient condition for the existence of the sliding mode is 
that 
\li\<ki)
 V i > l < i < m 
Hence, if 
then (17) is true. From (18) 
but 
so, if 
7? + 7ІÎ + • • • + 7m < , min kf = <т2m(K) 
Kг<m 
HCTÍH < <rm(K) 
HGríH < M<rM(CT) 





then (17) is true, i.e. (20) is a sufficient condition for (17) and for the existence of 
the sliding mode control. 
If (15) is satisfied, then 
Ўi = Ъ - kisgnyi} Vi, 1 < i < m 
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and 
2/i = ( / 7t cU J - ki(t - tis) sgn yt-
where f,-5 is the time to reach the sliding surface y,- = 0. Therefore, (16) implies 
y{ sgn J/,- = 7i sgn y{ - k{ < 0. 
Hence, a sufficient condition for the state trajectories to converge to the surface 
yi = 0 is 
7t s 6 n 2/- < fc« 
which holds if (17) is satisfied. For any i) 1 < i < ra, there is a real number rji such 
that |7i| < rji < ki and rji < | |CT | |M . Hence, the ith output T/J satisfies 
f > Oft-*i)(* ~<w) if * < * w 
' \ = 0 if t>tis 
and 
i,-, < -j , Vz, 1 < i < m. 
ki - rji 
Assume that the condition (20) is true. Then 
tis 
»(0) 




l<г<m ki — Г\i 
ыч\ 
<rm(K)-M(Tм(CГ)' 
Now, we study the effect of the uncertainty on the sliding system. The system in 
the sliding mode is independent of the disturbance input £ if rank(5, T) = rank(5). 
This condition was first studied by Drazenovic [3] and was proved by El-Ghezawi 
et al [5] using the properties of projectors. Here we present a new proof for an 
equivalent condition. Our proof gives more information about the influence of the 
disturbance on the system and clarifies which parts of the system (5) have no effect 
on the system in the sliding mode. 





where B2 is a non-singular matrix. Let Tx = z, then 
z = TATT z + TBu + TYt, (22) 
and 
zT = [zj z2
T], zx E R
n~m, z2eR
m. (23) 
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Therefore 
where 
i\ = -4ii*i +A12Z2 + Ti£ 
i 2 = A21Z1 + A22z2 + B2u + T2£ 
(24) 
(25) 




The system in the sliding mode is independent of £ if Vi = 0. We now prove that a 
sufficient condition for the reduced order system (24) to be independent of £, is that 
there exists an m x m matrix D such that 
T = BD. 
In fact, Ti = 0 if and only if T = BD. Suppose T = BD, then 
(26) 







Therefore, Ti = 0 and T2 = B2D. Conversely, assume Vi = 0. Since B2 is full rank 
T2 = B2(B^ T2) 
= B2D 
where D = B^lT2. Then 
TГ = = 
' Гi ' 
. Г 2 . 
V(n — m)x 
B2D 
Г VBD. 
Since T is an invertible matrix, T = BD. 
However, the system (24) may be independent of £ but T\ 7- 0. Therefore for 
m ^ 1, the condition (26) is not a necessary condition for the independence of 
the reduced order system (24). In the general case, the necessary and sufficient 
condition for independence of the system (24) from the perturbation signal £ is that 
£ G 1V(ri), where N(ri) is the null space of T\. Note that T = BD is equivalent to 
rank(5,T) =rank(5) [5]. If m = 1, Ti is a real number and Vi£ = 0 if and only if 
Ti = 0. In this case, the system in the sliding mode is independent of £ if and only 
if there exists a real number p such that 
T = pB 
which is equivalent to rank[S, T] = 1 [7]. 
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3, SLIDING MODE OBSERVER DESIGN 
Sliding observers potentially offer advantages similar to those of sliding controllers, 
in particular, inherent robustness to parametric uncertainty and straightforward 
application to important classes of systems. 
Here, suitable state estimation of the system ( l ) - (2 ) is considered so that the 
estimate of the state is close to the actual state as time increases. This yields a 
reconstruction error system which is asymptotically stable or ultimately bounded. 
A method for sliding observer design and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
the sliding mode and the sliding region, are presented below. 
A robust observer for the system ( l ) - (2 ) with an estimate of the disturbance 
input £(t) is 
£(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + H(y(t)-y(t)) + Ti(t) (28) 
where x is the state estimate, y = Cx, £ is an estimate of the disturbance £, and 
H G JRnxm is the observer gain matrix. Since the behaviour of the observer (28) 
is based upon an estimate of the disturbance, a suitable choice of £ is required. An 
estimate f of £ is £ = L sgn (Cx) with a suitable gain matrix L. Clearly if £ is known, 
we set £ = £. In the absence of uncertainty the observer will be asymptotically stable 
if we select H such that A — HC is a stable matrix. 
The general form of the sliding observer (28) for the system ( l ) - (2 ) may be 
selected as 
£ = Ax + Bu + H(y-y) + Av (29) 
y = Cx (30) 
where v G Mm is an external discontinuous feedforward compensation signal and 
A G Mnxm is the feedforward injection map such that CA is a nonsingular matrix. 
The state reconstruction error is defined as e = x — x. Subtracting (29) from (1) 
gives the dynamical reconstruction error system 
e = (A-HC)e + T£-Av (31) 
ey = Ce (32) 
where ey = y — y is the output reconstruction error. The initial state Xo = x(to) is 
unknown and in = x(to) can be arbitrarily assigned. A suitable value for £rj is a 
point on the sliding surface y = 0, i. e. C£Q = 0. 
If the control u is not directly accessible, the conventional estimate is in the form 
(14), i.e. 
u = -(CB)-1 (CAx + Ksgn (Cx)) (33) 
where the matrix K is a diagonal matrix with positive entries such that MCTM(CT) < 
<rm(K). The ideal sliding mode for the system (31)-(32) satisfies ey = 0, ey = 0 [2], 
The virtual equivalent feedforward input is given by 
veq = (CK)-\CAe + CTÍ). (34) 
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Substituting (34) in the state reconstruction error system (31) gives the reduced 
order system 
e = (J - AiCA^C) Ae + (I - A(CA)~lC) T£ (35) 
with m of the eigenvalues (35) zero and the n — m remaining eigenvalues to be 
assigned [2]. The reduced order system is independent of the disturbance input 
signal if there exists an m x m matrix D such that 
Г = ЛD. (36) 
The error system in the sliding mode is now studied. Assume T is an orthogonal 
matrix (21) and CT7 = [C\ C2]. Consider a second transformation 






and the system ( l ) - ( 2 ) is converted to 
Уi 
У 
Vi(0 = Á\\y\(t) + Á\2y(t) + t\Z 








Ä\\ Ä\2 ' 
A2\ A22 . 
ч - l 
^11 — A\2C2 Ol ^12O2 
C\A\\ + O2A21 - (C\Al2 + C2A22)C2







C1Г1 + C2Г2 
Using the transformation TST the observer (29) is given by 
k(t) = A\\yi(t) + A\2y(t) + H\ey + Aw 







Subtracting (41)-(42) from (39)-(40), the error system is given by 
e i(0 = A\\ei(t) + A\2ey(t) + tiZ-A\v-H\ey 
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where 
ci = y\ - y i . 
The sliding mode occurs if ey = 0 and ey = 0. Assume that A2 is a nonsingular 
matrix. The equivalent feedforward input (34) is obtained from the subsystem (45) 
veq = A ^ ( i 2 i e i + f 2 £ ) . (46) 
The subsystem (44) yields the error system in the sliding mode 
e\(t) = i i i e i ( t ) + f i£-Ai t ; f t g . (47) 
Substituting (46) in (47), the reduced order error system is 
ei(0 = (in-AiA .71i2i)ei(0 + (fi-AiA2-
1f2)e. (48) 
Since (A, C) is observable, the pair ( i n , i 2 i ) is also observable and i n — Ai A^"
1i2i 
can be assigned arbitrary eigenvalues with negative real parts by a suitable choice of 
A. The bounded inputs T£ guarantee bounded error e, but the asymptotic stability 
of (48) is not guaranteed in general. However, some sufficient conditions ensure the 
stability of the reduced order error system. A sufficient condition for the reduced 
order system to be free of the influence of the disturbance £ is that 
f i - A i A j 1 f 2 = 0. (49) 
If condition (36) holds, then (49) is also satisfied. 
Remark 3.1. It is possible to find the reduced order system (48) directly. Consider 
the transformation 
T л = 
In-m — ЛlЛ 2 (50) 
0 Im 
Then the error system (44) - (45) is converted to 
Si{t) = i n e i ( 0 + i i 2 e y - ( H i - A i A ^
1 H 2 ) e y ( 0 + ( f i - A i A -
1 f 2 ) ^ (51) 
ey(t) = i 2 i e i ( 0 + i22c y (t) + f 2i - H2ey - A2v (52) 
where An = i n - A i A j ^ i , A\2 = i i 2 - A i A ^
1 i 2 2 + inAiA-J
1 and i 2 2 = 
i 2 2 + i 2 iAiA^
1 , ei = ei — AiA^e-,. In the sliding mode 
e\ = ( i n - A i A ^ i a i J c i + (f i - AiAj x f 2)f. (53) 
Since in the sliding mode ex = ei, the reduced order system (53) coincides with (48). 
One needs to obtain LI, A and v so that the stability of the observer system is 
preserved. The observer gain II can be found in two ways; the pole assignment 
method, i.e. assigning n prespecified eigenvalues to the matrix A — IIC; and the 
LQ method. 
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In the LQ method, the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) 
AP + PAT - PCTR-1CP = -Q (54) 
with Q, R arbitrary semi-p.d.s. and p.d.s. matrices respectively, has a u.p.d.s. 
matrix solution P. Then AT — CTHT is stable with 
H = PCTR~1 (55) 
which is equivalent to the stability of A — HC. Similarly to [7], the matrix A can be 
found in several ways. 
Let Pf be the u.p.d.s. solution of the Lyapunov equation 
(A - HC) Pf + Pf(A- HC)
T = -Qf (56) 




where W is an m x m diagonal p.d. matrix with 
A ^ ( ^ ) > M | | D | | ^ { ' g . (58) 
Assume the condition (36) is satisfied. We now find conditions such that 
l im e(t) = 0. 
Let 
A = Pf1CTW~1. (59) 
Since CA is a nonsingular matrix and W is a p.d. matrix, CAW is nonsingular and 
Amin(CAW) = A m i n (CPr
1 O T ) 7- 0. 
The quadratic stability of the reconstruction error system is guaranteed by (58) and 
(59). A Lyapunov function candidate is 
V(e) = eTPfe. (60) 
If Ce -£ 0, then 
V = eT((A-HC)Pf + Pf(A-HC)
T)e + 2eTCTW-1DZ-2eTCT — 
\\Ce\\ 
< -e rQ /e + 2| |e
TCT | | ( | |W-1o | |M-l) 
< - e ^ . . , 2 ||.^|| ( ^ I P H M - l ) 
< 0 (61) 
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since 
Ami„(W) > M\\D\\ ^ c P j ' - ^ ) ~
 MllDl1 
If Ce = 0, v = v€q and 
V = -eTQ/e + 2eTPjPJ
lCTW-lD£ - 2eTPsPJ
lCTW-lveq 
= -e T Q / e + 2e
TCTKV-"1^~2eTCTVV-1z;e(7 
= - e T g / e 
< 0. . (62) 
Therefore 
lim e(0 = 0. 
t—oo v y 
A condition for the existence of the sliding mode is now established. Since the system 
is stable, the convergent sliding mode exists, i.e. limj—oo ^y(0 — 0- We now find 
a region, the so-called sliding region, such that after a finite time, the state error 
trajectory lies in the vicinity of the sliding surface and inside the region. Consider 
< - c y < \\Ce\\]\C(A-HC)e\\ + e
TCTc[Pf1CTW-l)DC 
-eTCTCPTlCTW-lW S k 1 IIMI 
< ||Се||.||С(Л - НС) е\\ + | | е т С т | | А т а х ( С Р / -
1 С т ) | | ^ - 1 ^ | | М 
< ||Се|| [||С(Л - ЯС)||. | |е| | + Xт&x(СР^
1СТ)\\\V-1^\\М 
- Amin(OP/-
1O7 )j . (63) 
A sufficient condition for the sliding mode is that the right-hand side of (63) be 
nonpositive. Thus 
•UnfCP.-'C) - W (CPT1C*) | |W-'D| |M 
OГ 
laňnjCPjW) - Am M {(gP-
1OT) |Hy- 1D | |M _ . 
l | e | 1 - <TM(C)cTM(A-HC) 
(65) 
Remark 3.2. One may choose A = P7XCT, then all the conditions for the stability 
of the system and sliding mode remain intact, and only the velocity of the state 
approaching the origin and the state trajectory dynamics on the sliding surface may 
differ from that of (59). 
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Remark 3 .3 . Since V(e) = eTPfe and V(e) < -e
TQfe, then 
V <? eTQfe IRR\ 
V ~ ~ e - 7 ^ ( 6 6 ) 
The real function g(e(t)) = eTQje/ (eTPje) takes its minimum at the point emin 
satisfying g(emm) = 0, which yields PJ
1Qjemm - g(emin) emin = 0. So \x = g(emm) 
is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix PJlQj. Therefore 
V(e(t)) < V(e(t0)) e - ^ - ' » ) . 
Then 
eTP,e 
M2 < Amin(P/) 
< y^Mi-^-t0) (67) 
^m'in(Pf) 
Hence e(/) is bounded and approaches zero at least as fast as e"""^/2. 
3.1. Sliding error sys tem w ith unma tched uncer ta in ty 
When the matching condition does not hold, the disturbance may affect the sliding 
system. However, if the norm of the disturbance input signal converges to zero, or 
the norm of the disturbance signal is bounded by the norm of the output error, the 
error system is asymptotically stable [7]. Otherwise, only ultimate boundedness may 
be deduced, i.e. the state error trajectory enters a region centred on the origin and 
thereafter remains within this region. 
The behaviour of the system depends upon the norm of a matrix which we named 
the Unmatched uncertainty matrix' [7]. The norm of this matrix, e, is called the 
'unmatched uncertainty distance'. 
Let D e Rmxm be a matrix such that 
[ 0 m x ( n _ m ) Im ] r = [ 0 m x ( n _ m ) Im ]AD, (68) 
Set E = T - AD and | |£ | | = e. 
Definition 3.1. For the system (1), the uncertainty Tf is said to satisfy a matching 
condition with e-approximation (or e-matching condition) if there exists a matrix D 
such that 
(i) condition (68) holds; 
(ii)p;|| = ||r-AD|| = e. 
If the 'unmatched uncertainty distance' is zero, the matching condition is com-
pletely satisfied. AD is the matched uncertainty matrix and E is the unmatched 
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uncertainty matrix of the matrix I\ So the unmatched distance is \\E\\ = e. In 
the SISO case, the unmatched disturbance distance is the length of the disturbance 
vector. So, if e is very small, the stability of the system is practically achieved. 
Therefore, when e > 0, the error system (31) may no longer be generally asymptot-
ically stable. 
Definition 3.2. The solution e(Z;eo,Zn) of (31) is 
(i) ultimately bounded, with respect to a compact set S C Mn, if there exists a 
nonnegative time T(Zo, en, S) such that for all t > to + T(Zo, en, S), e(t) G S. 
(ii) uniformly ultimately bounded with respect to a compact set S C Rn, if 
T(eo,5), possibly dependent on en but not on Zn, defined as (i), is indepen-
dent of Zn, i.e. there exists a nonnegative time T(eo,5) such that for all 
Z>Z0 + T(e 0 ,5) , e(Z)G5. 
Consider the Lyapunov function (60). Then similarly to (61) one obtains 
V = eT ((A - HC) Pf + Pf(A - HC)
T) e + 2eTPf(AD + E)£- 2e
TPfAv 
< H|e| |2Am i n(Q /) + 2||e|| - ||^>^||A_T 
= - | | c | | {(1 - 9)Xmm(Qf)\\e\\ + eXmm(Qf)\\e\\ - 2\\PfE\\M} (69) 
where 0 < 9 < 1. So, if 
V < 0. Since V is a monotonically decreasing function on the outside of the set, the 
r x r ^ • - i r II II 2\\Pf E \ \ M 
maximum value of V on the compact set \lE is attained for ||e|| = , and 
vXmm(Qf) 
the state error trajectory enters the closed ellipsoid 
£E = {eeR
n | V(e(t))<r2} (71) 
where 
2M||P /£?| |v
/Am a x(P) 
^Amin(Q/) 
The solution of the error system is uniformly ultimately bounded with ultimate 
boundedness ratio 
_ 2\\PjE\\M /Am a x(P/) 
" 0A m i n (Q/) \ /A m i n (P/) V
 ] 
and ultimate boundedness radius 
ru = inf {r£R | £E C Br} 
where Br is a ball with radius r centred on the origin. Note that all trajectories 
starting inside £El remain within this set for all future time, and all trajectories 
starting outside £E enter this compact set within a finite time and remain inside 
thereafter. 
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Remark 3.4. Since \\PfE\\ < \\Pf\\.\\E\\ = e||P/||, one can conclude that 
V < - | | e | | {(1 - ^A^^CQ^)!^!! + 0Amin(Qy)||e|| - 2e||J-/||ikr> . (73) 
So V is a monotonically decreasing function on the outside of the set 
The ratio \ma.x(Pf)/\m\n(Qf) is minimized by the choice Q = I. Consider 
St = {e E M





The state error trajectory enters the ellipsoid £€ in finite time and remains inside 
thereafter. 
We now show that the state trajectory enters the set £E in finite time and remains 
inside thereafter. Consider 
±(e(t)TPfe(t)e»<) 
= 1 (eT(t)Pfe(t)) e"' + A ze
T (0P / e(0e ' " 
< ( - | | e (0 | | 2 A m i n (g / ) + 2| |e(0| | . | |P /^| |M) c"
1 + A,»in(Q/)||e(.)ll V * 
= 2||e(0||.||P/£7||Me"« (76) 
where /i = Am m(Q/)/Am a x(Pf). Integrating both sides over the interval [0,tf] and 
then multiplying both sides by e_ / i t yields 
eTPfe < e
T(0)Pfe(0)e-»
t+2buM\\PfE\\\m*x(Pf) (l - e ^ ' ) /Xmin(Qf) (77) 
since ||e|| < bu. Since after a finite time ||e|| < 2\\PfE\\M/6\mm(Qf)) equation (77) 
shows that the state error e(t) converges to the compact set £E (71), i.e. 
r T n ^ Anjr2\\r> I7M|2 A m a x ( I / ) / Amax:(fj_) 
h m e P / e < 4 M | | P ^ | | - ^ ^ ^ - - - -
and then 
lim d(e(t), SE) = 0 (78) 
ť—ЮO 
where d denotes the Euclidean metric on Mn and 
d(e(t),SE)= inf d(e(t),a)), 
a£tE 
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The result (78) shows that the state error trajectory enters EE at finite time te and 
after this time remains inside EE- Hence, boundedness is generally guaranteed in 
the presence of a bounded disturbance with possibly unknown bound. But the size 
of EE cannot be estimated a priori if no bound on the disturbance input is given [7]. 
Equation (77) also yields 
lk||2 < (lle(O)H V * + 2b;Ml]%E{l (1 - e-")) £ - -










( >Ьu if 1 > > 
bu < — bu if = r) 
1 < ьu 
other han 
iî <r] 
^^-\JtѓШ'0nihe d, fгom (70), 
> rçi if 1 > > rf 
ьu < = rçi if = rf 
, < rӣ if < rf. 




{ > m a x { 6 u , r n } if 1 > 0 > 77 (81) < min{6 u ,rn} if 0 < rf. 
Although QE is not the smallest ultimately bounded set, the concept of uniform 
ultimate boundedness is tantamount to 'practical' asymptotic stability, when QE is 
a small neighbourhood about the origin. 
In the case of the matching condition not being satisfied (e > 0), the gain matrix 
W (57) should be chosen so that 
M\\D\\\max(CPj
1CT) + M||G£|| 
A n u n í O T T 1 ^ ) 
W W ) > Jn -xLs -• (8-) 
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In this case the sliding region is 
Sr = {e Є R
n | | |e | | < r 2 } 
where 





with r, as defined in (64). 
By comparing (64) with (84), one can conclude that in the presence of a distur­
bance, the radius of the sliding ball obtained from (83), may be smaller than that 
with the matched uncertainty (64). However, for small values of the unmatched 
disturbance and the disturbance bound, r 2 approximately equals rs. In this case it 
may be assumed that the distance of unmatched disturbance is nearly zero. 
If the disturbance norm ||£(0II converges to zero, lim^oo £(t) = 0. The proof is 
similar to that in [7]. 
4. EXAMPLE 
The example below illustrates our results regarding the sliding mode, stability of the 
error system and observer design. Consider the system 
x = 
У = 
- 1 2.25 
0 •1.50 
0 0.50 
0.2 0.4 0.8 












Suppose £ is a bounded random signal satisfying ||£|| < 0.1. Using the LQ method 
with R = I2 and Q = I3, the u.p.d.s. solution of ARE (54) is 
ғ = 
1.8831 0.6396 -0.1829 
0.6396 0.5534 -0.1750 









The eigenvalues of A - HC are -1.7043 ± 1.0365/, -0.7881. Let Qf = 5/3 . The 
u.p.d.s. solution matrix of the Lyapunov equation (56) is 
Pf = 
8.6608 3.0202 -1.0694 
3.0202 2.6000 -0.7952 
-1.0694 -0.7952 1.5302 
Let KV = diag (2.5,2.5) and 
v = W 
Ce 
\\ce\y (85) 





The reduced order error system is independent of £ since T = 0.06A. In fact 
D = 0.06I2- So the error system is quadratically stable which means the estimated 
state error converges quadratically to the actual state. 
The minimum eigenvalue of CAW is 0.0510. The value of the right-hand side of 
(64) is 7*5 = 0.0156 and the value of the right-hand side of (65) is r, = 0.0119. After 
respective short times T\ and T2 conditions (64) and (65) ^tre both true. Noting that 
T\ < T2, when (64) is valid for t E [ri, T2] (65) may not be valid, i.e. the condition 
(64) is weaker than (65). Simulation results are shown in Figure 1. 
Feedforward compensation signal Feedforward compensation signal 
1 
Тime 







Fig. 1. Responses for the LQ method. 
Alternatively the eigenvalues of A — HC can be specified using pole assignment 
technique. Suppose the desired eigenvalues of A — HC are —1, —1 ± 0.15i. The 
existence of H is guaranteed by the observability of (_4,C). Using the MATLAB 
Control Toolbox 
5.7656 -5.5452 
H = I -1.3486 -0.7121 
1.2296 -1.0990 
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For v (85) and Qf = 3/3, the u.p.d.s. matrix solution of the Lyapunov equation (56) 
1S 
Pt = 
1.4234 0.2455 -0.0052 
0.2455 1.6728 -0.0650 
-0.0052 -0.0650 1.5066 














with norm \\E\\ = e = 0.0041. So the matching condition is not satisfied. However, 
the state error trajectory enters a small sphere about the origin with radius 
rn = 2M\\PfE\\/\min{Qf) = 0.00039 
and 6U = 0.00047. So the stability of the error system is nearly achieved. Note that 
the value of the right-hand side of (64) is 0.0329 and the value of the right-hand side 
of (65) equals 0.0271. In the time interval [0, 3] the maximum value of | |e | | is 0.3945 
and the minimum value is 0.02. Hence the conditions (64) and (65) hold after short 
times T\ and r2, respectively. It is clear that T\ < T2. The time until the start of 
the sliding mode, ts, should be smaller than the time r\ when (64) is satisfied, i.e. 
ts < Ti- The sliding region radius (83) is r^ — 0.0328. Simulation results are shown 
in Figure 2. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the sliding dynamics for MIMO linear systems and the conditions for 
the existence of the sliding mode in the presence of uncertainty, have been studied. 
The existence of the sliding mode guarantees that the state trajectories converge to 
a sliding surface in a finite time and then move along the surface to the origin. How­
ever, the system may generally not be stable. To achieve the asymptotic stability 
of the system some further conditions may be needed. For the system with un­
matched uncertainty some relaxed sliding conditions have been studied to guarantee 
asymptotic stability. 
A sliding observer design method has been proposed such that in the presence 
of uncertainty the estimated state approximately approaches the actual state. The 
accuracy of this estimate depends upon the unmatched uncertainty distance and the 
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Feedforward compensation signal Feedforward compensation signal 
0.5 1 1.5 
Time 
State error behaviour 






0 -0.5 e 1 
Fig. 2. Responses for the pôle assignment technique. 
disturbance bound (72). Greater accuracy is obtained if the unmatched uncertainty 
distance and the disturbance bound take small values. In the presence of unmatched 
uncertainty, the ultimate boundedness of the error state is generally guaranteed, i .e. 
the state error trajectory enters a certain ball centred on the origin in finite time 
and remains within the ball thereafter. The radius of this ball depends upon the 
accuracy of the unmatched uncertainty distance and the disturbance bound. There 
exists a finite time after which the state trajectories remain in the 'sliding region' 
Sr (83) and move to the origin along the sliding surface. The actual sliding mode 
domain may be larger than (83). The value r2 indicates that the reaching time is at 
most that time when the state error trajectory enters the set «Sr. 
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